For a graph theoretic parameter f, an integer m and a graph H, the mixed Ramsey number r(f'; m; H) is defined as the least positive integer p such that if G is any graph of order p, then either ,f( G) >m or ?? contains a subgraph isomorphic to H Let /j denote vertex linear arboricity and let H be any connected graph of order n. In this note we show that c(p; m; H ) = 1 + (n + n,,(g) -2)(m -l), where np(??) is the path partition number of i?.
Claim 2. P(H) = IV(H)1 + rip(H) -I
Let n,(H) = n and V(H) = /J:', V, be an n-path partiton of H. Thus, H[V,] has a spanning path PI ,', I for each i( 1 < i < n). Let F = U:', P , ,! Clearly, F is a linear forest of order / V(H)] and KII-, = {u,ll <i<n -l}, A new path of order IV(H)1 + n -I can be formed by adding 2(n -1) edges to the graph F U K,,.. , , which is written as follows: To prove o(Fl ) 3 n -1, assume to the contrary that o(F, ) < II -2, and hence oj(F2)<n -1.
All components of FI are written as P(').Pcz). . ,P(') (s = u(F?)<n -1) where p"' is a path for every i( 1 <ids).
Since Using Theorem 1, we see that Theorems A and B follow immediately from the simple facts that np(K,) = t,np(Kl,,-l) = 2 and nr(T,) = 1 for T, p KI,,~I. More generally, we list without proofs the following corollaries, all of which can easily be checked by observing the value of rip(H) and using Theorem 1. 
